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Lecture 1: Introduction to Service and the Sharing Economy
Introduction
The new “global services era” is characterised by:
- Economies and labor force that are dominated by the service sector.
- More customer involvement ins strategic business decisions.
- Products that are increasingly market focused and much more responsive to the changing needs of
the marketplace.
- The development of technologies that assist customers and employees in the provision of services.
- Employees who have been provided with more discretionary freedom to develop customised solutions
to special customer requests and solve customer complaints on the spot with minimal convenience.
- The emergence of new service industries and the “service imperative,” where the intangible aspects
of the product are becoming more and more the key features that differentiate products in the
marketplace.
SERVICE
The distinction between goods and services is not always perfectly clear.
• Goods: objects, devices or things.
• Services: deeds, efforts, or performances.
• Product: refers to both goods and services and used in that sense in the book chapter.
THE SCALE OF MARKET ENTITIES
The scale that displays a range of products along a continuum based on their tangibility, ranging from tangible
dominant to intangible dominant.
• Tangible dominant: goods that possess physical properties that can be felt, tasted, and seen prior to
the consumer’s purchase decision,
• Intangible dominant: services that lack the physical properties that can be sensed by consumers prior
to the purchase decision.
Example: Note how fast-food outlets are in the middle.

The Molecular Model:
A conceptual model of the relationship between tangible and intangible components of a firm’s operations.

Creating the Service Experience:
• Benefit concept: the encapsulation of the benefits of a product in the consumer’s mind.
• Services deliver a bundle of benefits through the experience that is created for the consumer.
THE SERVUCTION MODEL
A framework for understanding the consumer’s experience. It illustrates the factors that influence the service
experience including those that are visible to the consumer and those that are not.

Servicescape:
The use of physical evidence to design service environments.
• Ambient conditions such as room temperature and music,
• Inanimate objects such as furnishings and equipment.
• Other physical evidence such as signs, symbols, and personal artefacts such as family pictures and
personal collections.
Other Key Points:
• Contact personnel: employees other than the primary service providers who briefly interact with the
customer.
• Service providers: The primary providers of a core-service.
• Other customers: Customers who share the primary customer’s service experience.
o The presence of other customers can enhance or detract from an individual’s service
experience.
Invisible Organisations and Systems:
That part of a firm that reflects the rules, regulations and processes upon which the organisation is based.
Australia Service based Economy:
• Australia’s services sector accounts for around 75% of real gross value added (GVA)
• Around 80% of Australians are employed in the services sector, including education and training;
professional, scientific and technical services; financial and insurance services healthcare; information
media and telecommunications; and public administration.
E-Services
E-service: an electronic service available via the net that completes tasks solve problems or conducts
transactions.

• Many e-services have become more commonly known as self-service technologies.
SUSTAINABILITY IN SERVICES:
Sustainability: The ability to meet current needs without hindering the ability to meet the needs of future
generations in terms of economic, environmental, and social challenges.
• Pursuing sustainable business practices allows companies to find areas of improvement and
competitive advantages in four areas.
1. Eco-efficiency: Companies see positive results both environmentally and financially.
2. Environmental cost leadership: Radical innovativeness of a company – become more
environmentally friendly and maintain cost competitiveness.
3. Beyond compliance leadership: Companies increase their sustainability efforts and want to be
acknowledged by the public.
4. Eco-branding strategies: Differentiation based on the environmental attributes e.g. organic, vegan.
1. INTANGIBILITY
A distinguishing characteristic of services that makes them unable to be seen, felt, tasted, or touched in the
same manner as physical goods.
• Intangibility is the primary source from which the other three characteristics (inseparability,
heterogeneity, and perishability) emerge.

Marketing challenges created by Intangibility:
• Lack of service inventories.
• Not protected by patents.
• Not easily displayed or communicated
• Pricing is difficult:
o No cost of goods sold
o The primary cost is labor
Possible Solutions to Challenges Caused by Intangibility:
• Use physical evidence/tangible clues
• Utilize personal sources of information
• Create a strong organisational image
• Utilize an activity-based costing (ABC) approach:
Costing method that breaks down the organisation into a set of activities into tasks, which convert
materials, labor and technology into outputs.

2. INSEPARABILITY
A distinguishing characteristic of services that reflects the interconnection among the service provider, the
customer involved in receiving the service, and other customers sharing the service experience.

Marketing challenges created by Inseparability:
• The service provider is physically connected to the service.
o The service provider becomes a tangible clue.
o Service providers are evaluated based on their use of language, clothing, personal hygiene
& interpersonal communication skills.
o Customers are involved in the production process.
§ Involvement may vary.
(Dentist = present at all times, auto-repair = present at start and end etc.)
§ The customer has a direct impact on the type of service desired, length of the
delivery service, cycle of service demand.
o Service factories must be built with consumers’ presence in mind.
o Other customers are involved in the production process (shared experience)
§ Must manage different market segments with different needs within a single service
environment.
§ Other customers’ presence and actions can negatively or positively affect the
customer’s experience.
o The mass production of services presents special challenges.
§ Limited supply.
§ Customer is involved in the production process.
Possible Solutions to Challenges Created by Inseparability
• Strategic selection and training of public contact personnel:
o Select for superior communication and interpersonal skills.
o Train in “soft management skills”
§ Reliability: Be dependable and accurate.
§ Responsiveness: Be willing to help.
§ Empathy: Be caring.
§ Assurance: Convey trust.
§ Managing the tangibles that surround the service.
• Develop multisite locations:
o Limit the distance the consumer must travel to purchase the service.
o Act as factories in the field.

CLASSIFYING SERVICE:
• Low: An absence of, or limited physical contact between service personnel and customer. Often takes
place remotely.
• Medium: Some contact between the customer and service personnel, usually at the initiation or
conclusion of the service encounter,
• High: Active engagement between the customer and service personnel for the duration of the service
delivery.
3. HETEROGENEITY
A distinguishing characteristic of services that reflects the variation in consistency from one service transaction
to the next.

Marketing Challenges Created by Heterogeneity
• Standardization and quality control are difficult to achieve.
o Variations in employees.
o Variations in same employee: mood changes, wellness/tiredness, bad day/good day.
Possible Solutions to Challenges Cause by Heterogeneity
• Pursue a customization strategy.
o Taking advantage of the variation inherent in each service encounter by developing services
that meet each customer’s exact specifications.
o Downsides:
§ Customers may not be willing to pay higher prices associated with customized
services.
§ The speed of service delivery may be an issue,
§ Customers may not be willing to face the uncertainty.
• Pursue a standardization strategy.
o Through intensive training of providers
o By replacing human labour with machines.
4. PERISHABILITY
A distinguishing characteristic of services in that they cannot be saved, their unused capacity cannot be
reserved, and they cannot be inventoried.

Marketing Challenges Caused by Perishability:
• Matching supply and demand
o Demand exceeds supply of service available,
o Demand exceeds optimal supply of service available.
o Demands is below optimal supply levels.
o Demand and supply are at optimal levels
Possible Solutions to Challenges Created by Perishability
Demand Strategies:
• Utilize creative pricing strategies to smooth demand.
I.e. Early bird specials.
• Implement a reservation system
o The customer has reduced risk and wait time.
o The firm can prepare in advance for known quantity of demand
• Shift demand to complimentary services (reduce perceived wait time for core service).
• Develop nonpeak demand periods
o Utilize nonpeak periods to prepare for peak periods.
o Appeal to different market segments with different demand patterns.
Supply Strategies:
• Utilize part-time employees.
o Allows flexibility and lower labour costs.
o Sometimes causes consumers to associate the firm with lower job skills and lack of motivation
and organisation commitment.
• Share capacity.
o Permits the co-op to expand its supply of service as a whole (medical service providers share
the costs of storage facilities).
• Prepare in advance for expansion
o Build current facilities with future expansion needs in mind.
o Saves time and money in reacting to demand pressures.
• Utilize third parties
• Increase customer participation
Sharing or Gig Economy:
Under-utilized capacity
• Car (e.g., Uber)
• Room or Home (e.g. Airbnb) etc.
SERVICE DOMINANT (SD) LOGIC
Philosophical viewpoint that the primary role of marketers is to deliver service. Consequently, goods are simply
a means of rending a service to the customer.

Service as defined by SD-Logic
The application of specialised competences (skills and knowledge) through deeds, processes, and other
performances for the benefit of another entity or the entity itself.
SERVICE
• Provided directly, or indirectly through the provision of tangible goods.
• The importance of tangible goods lies not so much in owning them as in obtaining the service they
render. As the individual uses and consumes the good overtime, value is derived from the consumption
experiences.
VALUE:
Value creation is the unit of analysis.
- Goods-dominant-logic (GDL): “value is embedded inn output.”
- Service -dominant-logic (SDL): “value is defined and co-created with the consumer.
• Firms provide their customers with value propositions that constitute experiences and/or solution.
• Only through interactive co-creation process that the customer is enabled to evaluate this proposition
and assess its actual value.
Co-Creation of Value:
Customers’ ability to co-create value is governed by the amount of information, knowledge, skills and other
resources that they can access and use.
• The customer is always a co-creator of value.
• There is no value until an offering is assessed in use by customers in their social contexts.
KEY: The focus on marketing should be on value co-creation rather than value distribution.
HOW? The best way to create value is to focus on the experiences of the customer rather than needs.

